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WATT'S
HAPPENING

KEEPING YOU PLUGGED IN TO WHAT'S HAPPENING!

Supply Chain Issues
South Central Public Power District and
many other Public Power Districts
throughout the state continue to deal
with major supply chain issues. Recent
storm damage along with difficulty
securing materials has many Districts
putting a hold on new services and
expansions for their customers.
South Central Public Power District asks
that our customers avoid requests for
new services or expansions that are not
immediately necessary. This will help
insure that we have the supplies
needed to continue operating smoothly
if there were to be a major service
disruption event.
We will continue to work with all of our
suppliers and explore other available
avenues to procure materials as they
become available.

Linemen from South Central Public Power District work to
replace a pole near Clay Center.

EnergyWise

Electric Vehicle Charging Station Pre-Wiring

$200 incentive for new construction for in-home pre-wiring for the
future installation of an electric vehicle charging station.
— OR —
100% of the cost (maximum of $400) for existing structures for in-home
pre-wiring for the future installation of an electric vehicle charging
station.
Pre-wiring incentive applies to single or multi-family residence prewiring with NM cable for 32-amps (minimum) continuous load per the
National Electrical Code (NEC) or the running of appropriate size conduit
per NEC, from the load center to a future NEMA 6-50 or 14-50 receptacle.
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Osmose Continuing Pole Inspections
Osmose Utilities Services has returned to the area to
continue inspecting and treating distribution poles for
South Central Public Power District. Any pole that has
been in service 21 years or longer will be inspected
and treated.
Poles are visually inspected above the ground to
identify possible problems visible to the naked eye.
Poles are sounded with a hammer from as high as
the inspector can reach to the groundline area.
"Sounding" helps the inspector identify obviously
decayed or soft internal sections of the pole, if any
exist.
Poles that pass the visual inspection and sounding
test are excavated to a depth of 18 inches. After
excavation, poles are bored at roughly a 45 degree
angle in multiple locations. A specialized tool is ran
down the bore holes and pulled out to locate and
estimate the size of internal voids in the wood, if any
exist. All voids are treated to stop decay and resist
insect infestation. After the internal testing, bore holes
are tightly plugged with treated dowels or plastic
plugs.

will be retreated with a special paste compound to
preserve the wood both near the surface and inside
the pole. The preservative paste is then covered with
plastic/kraft paper to keep the preservative
compound in contact with the wood. After stapling
the paper in place, dirt is shoveled back into the hole.

The work, besides improving system reliability, makes
good economic sense. A distribution pole can be
inspected and treated for less than 5% of what it
would cost to replace it if decay is allowed to run its
course.
If you see the Osmose Utilities Services’ crews along
the roads or in your fields, please know that that they
are performing a very necessary task that enables
South Central Public Power District to maintain our
system and keep the power flowing to your homes
and businesses. Finding decayed poles and other
defects by inspection allows us to repair and or
replace poles and hardware before they create a
problem that could result in an outage.

If the pole passes internal inspection, any decayed
wood present on the surface is mechanically shaved
off the pole to reach sound wood.
The last step of the inspection process is to verify
that the pole is still strong enough mechanically to
be serviceable going forward. A report is filed on the
pole and a tag is attached to the pole verifying that
the pole has been inspected and treated or rejected.
The inspection includes checking and repairing
ground wires where applicable.
A pole that has passed the entire inspection process
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Stay Cool While Spending Less
Summer months can bring some of the highest
energy costs of the year with the high demand for air
conditioning. Keeping your home comfortable can be
expensive, but it can also be dangerous. If your air
conditioner runs too often, it can stress your home’s
electric system and create a risk for shock or fire.
To help your home be more energy efficient, South
Central Public Power District and Safe Electricity have
the following tips for energy efficiency this summer:
Update your insulation. This will keep cool air in
your home and hot air out. You can add more
insulation on top of existing insulation in your attic.
Research the type of insulation you should use.
Ventilate the attic. When the outside temperature
is in the 90s, your attic can easily reach 140
degrees Fahrenheit. Adequately sized vents or an
attic fan can help keep hot air from building up.
Get the air conditioner ready. Shut off power to the
unit before cleaning it. On the inside, wash or
vacuum cleanable filters, and replace disposable
ones. Outside, clear leaves and other debris away
from the condensing unit. Hose off any
accumulated dirt. It is a good idea to call a
professional to inspect your unit early in the
summer.
Use a smart or programmable thermostat. Leave
it on a higher temperature while you’re away, and
set it to cool the house half an hour before you
return home.

Even in summer, you don’t have to sacrifice comfort
to stay within your budget. Here are a few easily
achieved cost saving tips:
Turn off the air conditioner and open windows
and doors and let outside air cool your house on
moderate days.
Avoid unnecessary trips in and out of the house.
Heat and humidity come in each time you open
the door.
Keep the sun out of your house. Close blinds,
shades or draperies during the hottest part of
the day. Consider planting fast-growing trees
and shrubs near your home, but away from
power lines, to provide shade.

Set heat-producing devices away from the
air conditioner thermostat. Heat from the
lamp could cause the thermostat to read
higher temperature and keep the air
conditioner running more than necessary.
If you are shopping for a new air conditioning
unit, look for one with the blue Energy Star label.
An Energy Star air conditioner will save money in
the long run by using less electricity.

Install awnings over windows exposed to direct
sunlight.
Consider installing ceiling fans. On moderately
warm days, a ceiling fan may be enough to keep
you comfortable. On warmer days, you can
decrease your air conditioner use by using a fan.
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South Central Public Power District and NPPD
may have incentives available for purchasing a
more efficient model. Check out all of our energy
efficiency incentives by visiting:
www.southcentralppd.energywisenebraska.com

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK!

www.facebook.com/SouthCentralPPD
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https://southcentralppd.smarthub.coop/
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The regular meeting of the Board of
Directors of South Central Public Power
District is held the third Tuesday of each
month at 9AM at the District's office in
Nelson, Nebraska.

Nelson Office

275 S Main St | Nelson, NE 68961
402.225.2351 or 800.557.5254
Monday - Friday
8 AM - 5 PM

Happy

4TH OF
July

OUR OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED ON JULY 4TH
IN OBSERVANCE OF INDEPENDENCE DAY.

www.southcentralppd.com

Power Outages
402.225.2351 or 800.557.5254
Visit the current outage map
on our website.
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